Happenings at Bukit Subang
Date: 23 November 2015
Run No: 3756
Hare: Zuric Bee
Co-Hares: Ah Chai; Poon Chai; Chi Kung; Taufu Soo.
Guests: Lee; Bennet; Jason (Virgin Hasher); Long Kwi (Co-hare)
Runners: 90
FROPS: Bennet (Guest) at 7.20 and Ah Kah then Monkey.
Distance: 11.3
Checks: 3
The Run
There was a lot of apprehension at the run site as the last time Zuric was
here was as a co-hare when it was 14+ km with only 3 checks, so while
the front runner came out just within time, the rest of the pack were
really f….d over. Not nice. And many were getting prepared with their
torches for what they assume would be another poorly set marathon.
They were wrong.
On On saw the trail go right towards the water tank and the bulldozers.
And a lot of soft mud. The wise went straight ahead on a good trail; the
even wiser went slightly left towards the stream and followed that. The
first check was a disappointing 200 metres on the edge of the
construction, which left only two possible avenues for the true trail to
continue. Most of the pack went straight ahead, however after a good 10
minutes it was called on the opposite side of the valley. The pack was
quite spread out by this stage and those that were a long way off the
paper decided to do their own trail.
The trail went in an anti-clockwise route and hugged the perimeter fence
with the front runners coming in on the road to the run site. Although
there were only 3 checks, the pack were kept quite mostly together with
guest Bennet the front runner coming out at 7.20, with everybody out not
too long after. All the runners I spoke to said they liked the run and were
pleasantly surprised that the ‘Zuric moment’, when he goes off at a
tangent, didn’t happen. All in all, a great run.

The Circle
The butler was the other Tan from the new members Tan & Tan. The
relatively new apparel of the rather pungent cow hide with some of the
constitution written on the underside was donned and with hat at the
ready, he downed his beer to a good song. Welcome to the Hash, Tan. At
this point I’d like to mention a big thank you to Ah Kah for helping out
with showing Tan the ropes of Butler-hood.
The Hares were called up for a beer even though they looked as though
they didn’t need it as they could hardly stand straight – it was either
tiredness or beer, and I’m going with the latter. ‘Good Run’ was
announced and the hares got their song and more beer.
On Cash Russell seemed quite pleased with events as the char Kow list
was getting smaller and things were going smoothly. And he was in such
a good mood that he handed out two 10-year membership badges to
Thomas Chin and Jeffrey Hao - congratulations. Interhash Sec Hardy
brought Billy up to mention about a hash run, and he took the opportunity
to mention the Sungei Ujong FOC Batang 2000th run next Monday. Over
30 members have registered which is going to make a big dent in the turn
out for Chris Tan’s fine run.
Guests Bennet (no relation to Torch), and co-spy pilot for the Americans
Jason, and rather long-time guest Lee came up to be recognised. The
Americans said they were doing their pilgrimage to Mother, but in reality
they were spying for Donald Trump to model the US government on Hash
Management.
Chris Tan, the Bomoh for the evening, came up and immediately pulled
Billy No-Hair up for organising a rebellion against his next-week’s run by
taking most of the good runners to Sungei Ujong’s celebration. Well,
Chris, after the last time you set a run I can’t really blame them. Anyway,
the run directions were finally given and let’s hope it’s a good run. And
that was it; only the one charge.
Zuric stepped in with a charge from the floor and pulled up Kana for going
to the wrong run site; and Arthur and Mike Kwan were called up for
leaving their RLC signage all over the place. I think there may have been
a couple of other charges, but the pack was getting restless and so Zuric
quickly mentioned the Ba-Ku-Tey restaurant for the On On, where six full
tables enjoyed excellent food with a couple of fish dishes and great pork.
And all FOC. Thanks Zuric for a really good run and an excellent evening.

